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NOTE: This paper assignment is one I have used as a final paper at the end of the semester. This 

paper works at the end, once all of the course content has been done to allow students the 

ability to reflect and apply what they have learned while giving them the space to be creative. 

The final week of the course we spend looking at presidential evaluations - greatness surveys - 

from a few different perspectives, so this assignment provides the opportunity for students to 

make their own assessments of presidential success and failure. 

Assignment 

We have spent the semester examining various aspects of the presidency, focused heavily on 

the development of the office including power expansions and claims, along with scope, role, 

norms, and expectations. We examined several different surveys the final week that seek to 

rank presidents in different ways and from different perspectives. Much of the course has 

ended up centered around whether we think presidents are successful or not, in what ways, 

and how to assess their successes and failures. That is what you will be grappling with for this 

final paper. 

For this assignment, you are to choose three (3) presidents who you believe are the top-3 

presidents. Who are your presidential “greats” that have achieved the highest levels of success 

and accomplishments. You are also going to choose your bottom three (3) presidents - who are 

the worst presidents in your opinion? Which three presidents compiled failure upon failure and 

deserve to be stained with “worst president” for all the history books? Out of 44 individuals you 

only have to choose 6. 

In your paper, you need to justify your rankings and why. Why were these presidencies 

successes or failures? What metrics are you using for analysis and why? What examples can you 

provide of each presidency to support your reasoning and analysis? Use the theories, models, 

and sections we have discussed throughout the course. Break apart these presidencies into one 

or two useful pieces for your reasoning – for example you can focus on leadership/public 

presidency or lawmaking or war powers. Choose one or two main areas as to why you believe 

these presidencies were successes or failures, provide your logical reasoning and analysis using 

examples. 

Your paper should be approximately 2000 words, double-spaced, with standard margins and 

font. You need to cite all sources and ideas that are not yours, using in-text citations and 

provide a bibliography. Citations are not included in your final word count and you need to use 

either APA, MLA, or Chicago style. 
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